The modifications of T-lymphocyte cell subpopulations in patients with beta-interferon intracavitary treatment.
18 patients with malignant genital or mammary neoplasia, treated with endocavitary Beta-Interferon (intrapleural or intraperitoneal), were examined in order to study the modifications of T-lymphocyte subpopulations (T3, T4, T8, T4/T8) in the peripheric blood. An improvement in the immune state in complessively 50% of the patients treated was observed, while there were no modifications in the remaining patients (in 3 patients with advanced ovarian cancer there was persistence of immunodepression preexisting to treatment). This indicates that endocavitary Beta-Interferon induced very poor immune response at peripheric level (contrary to what other Authors have described at peritoneal level), correlated to the dose used and to the extent of serous surface exposed to the drug.